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We propose a realistic circuit QED experiment to test the extraction of past-future vacuum
entanglement to a pair of superconducting qubits. The qubit P interacts with the quantum field
along an open transmission line for an interval Ton and then, after a time-lapse Toff, the qubit F
starts interacting for a time Ton in a symmetric fashion. After that, past-future quantum correlations
will have transferred to the qubits, even if the qubits do not coexist at the same time. We show
that this experiment can be realized with current technology and discuss its utility as a possible
implementation of a quantum memory.
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Introduction.– The fact that the vacuum of a quantum
field presents quantum entanglement was discovered long
ago [1–3], but it was considered a mere formal result un-
til it was addressed from an applied perspective in [4].
Since then, this intriguing property has attracted a great
deal of attention as a possible new resource for Quantum
Information tasks [5–8].
As shown in [4], the entanglement contained in the
vacuum of a scalar field can be transferred to a pair of
two-level spacelike separated detectors interacting with
the field at the same time. Unfortunately, this theoreti-
cal result seems to be very difficult to translate into an
experiment, even in the context of a trapped-ion simu-
lation [5]. Recently, it has also been proven [9] that the
vacuum of a massless scalar field contains quantum cor-
relations [10] between the future and the past light cones.
A theoretical method of extraction by transfer to detec-
tors interacting with the field at different times has also
been proposed [11], but the particular time dependence
of the energy gaps seems extremely challenging from the
experimental viewpoint. Another ideal proposal was pro-
vided in [12] with a setting that seems even more difficult
to tackle experimentally.
On the other hand, circuit QED [13] provides a frame-
work in which the interaction of two-level systems with a
quantum field can be naturally considered. The combi-
nation of superconducting qubits with transmission lines
implement an artificial 1-D matter-radiation interaction,
with the advantage of a large experimental accessibility
and tunability of the physical parameters. Using these
features, fundamental problems in Quantum Field The-
ory hitherto considered as ideal are now accessible to ex-
periment [14]. In particular, the possibility of achieving
an ultrastrong coupling regime [15–17] has already been
exploited to propose a feasible experimental test of the
extraction of vacuum entanglement to a pair of spacelike
separated qubits [7].
In this work we will take advantage of the aforemen-
tioned features of circuit QED in the ultrastrong coupling
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FIG. 1: Experimental proposal for past-future entanglement
extraction. a) Time evolution of our protocol: the qubit P
interacts with the vacuum field (∆ψ) for a time Ton. After
a certain time Toff with no interaction, a second qubit F in-
teracts with the field getting entangled with the qubit P. b)
Switchable coupling design: a flux qubit (top ring) is coupled
to the field ∆ψ by ways of two loops. Varying the magnetic
fluxes Φ2 and Φ3 we deactivate the qubit-field coupling.
regime in order to propose a realistic experiment for the
extraction of past-future correlations [18] contained in
the vacuum of a quantum field. We will consider a set-
up consisting of a pair of superconducting qubits P and
F with constant energy gaps in a common open trans-
mission line (Fig. 1a). First, the interaction of P with the
vacuum of the field is on for a time interval Ton (we call
this interval ‘the past’). Then, P is disconnected from
the field during a time Toff. Finally, the interaction of
F is switched on during Ton (‘the future’) while keeping
P disconnected. After this procedure, we will show that
the qubits can end up in a strongly correlated quantum
state, in spite of not having interacted with the field at
the same time. We will consider three different spacetime
configurations: that the qubits are spacelike or timelike
separated, and in the latter case with or without photon
exchange allowed. Perhaps the most surprising result is
that, even if photon exchange is forbidden, the qubits can
get entangled by a transference of vacuum correlations,
as we will show. However, this is not the only interesting
aspect of our scheme. If there is a certain probability
of photon exchange, some classical correlations between
the qubits are obviously expected. But is also remark-
able that, due to the peculiarities of our circuit QED
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2setup these correlations are quantum and attain a high
degree without the need of a projective measurement of
the field. We stress that our proposal is free of idealized
requirements such as gaps with unfeasible time depen-
dences. Our switching scheme is fully within reach of
current circuit QED technologies, as shown below.
Our protocol has also an important applied counter-
part. As suggested in [11], the extraction of past-future
quantum correlations enables its use as a quantum chan-
nel for quantum teleportation “in time”. We will show
how this opens the door to a novel kind of quantum mem-
ory in which the information of the quantum state of
some ancillary qubit P ′ is codified in the field during
Toff and then recovered in F using classical information
stored in the past - regardless whatever may happen to
P after its interaction with the field.
Theoretical model.– We focus on a setup of circuit-QED
with two superconducting qubits P and F interacting via
a quantum field. The states |e〉 and |g〉 are separated by
a constant energy ~Ω. The 1D field, ∆ψ(x), propagates
along an open microwave guide or transmission line that
connects them
∆ψ(x) = i
∫ ∞
−∞
dk
√
Nωk e
ikxak + H.c. (1)
This field has a continuum of Fock operators [ak, a
†
k′ ] =
δ(k − k′), and a linear spectrum, ωk = v|k|, where v is
the propagation velocity of the field. The normalization
N and the speed of photons, v = (cl)−1/2, depend on the
microscopic details such as the capacitance and induc-
tance per unit length, c and l. We will assume qubits
that are much smaller than the relevant wavelengths,
λ = 2pi v/ΩJ , (J = P, F ) and the fixed distance r. Thus
the Hamiltonian, H = H0 + HI, splits into a free part
H0 =
1
2~(ΩPσ
z
P + ΩFσ
z
F ) +
∫∞
−∞ dk ~ωka
†
kak and a point-
like qubit-field interaction:
HI = −
∑
J=P,F
dJ ∆ψ(xJ)σ
x
J = HIP +HIF. (2)
Here xJ are the fixed positions of the atoms, and dJ σ
x
J
comes from a dimensional reduction of the matter- radi-
ation interaction hamiltonian with two-level atoms and
the electromagnetic field, analogous - but not fully equiv-
alent - to the Unruh-de Witt model. [19].
We choose the following initial state |Ψ(−t2)〉 = |eg0〉,
where only P has been excited, in order to analyze the
interplay between photon exchange and vacuum corre-
lations effects in the generation of entanglement. Ac-
cording to our past-future scheme (Fig. 1a), the system
evolves in the interaction picture into the state
|Ψ(t2)〉 = T e−i
∫ t2
−t2
dt′
~ [Θ(−t′−t1)H
(t′)
IP +Θ(t
′−t1)H(t
′)
IF ] |eg0〉 ,
(3)
T being the time ordering operator.
We use the formalism of perturbation theory up to the
second order and beyond Rotating Wave Approximation
[7] and trace over the field degrees of freedom to obtain
the corresponding two-qubit reduced density matrix ρPF
evaluated at t2. The degree of entanglement of this X-
state can be characterized with the concurrence, which is
given by: C(ρPF ) = 2
[
|X|−
(∑
k |A1,k|2
∑
k |B1,k|2
)1/2]
,
X standing for the amplitude of photon - real and vir-
tual - exchange and
∑
k |A1,k|2,
∑
k |B1,k|2 for the prob-
ability of single-photon emission by P and F , respec-
tively. These terms can be computed - following sim-
ilar techniques as in [7] - as a function of four dimen-
sionless parameters, ξon, ξoff, KP and KF . The first
two, ξon = vTon/r, ξoff = vToff/r allow to discrimi-
nate the different spacetime regions. The remaining ones
are dimensionless coupling strengths for qubits P and
F: KJ = 4d
2
JN/(~2v) = 2 (gJ/ΩJ)
2
. We will restrict to
2KJΩJ t2  1 where our perturbative approach to re-
main valid.
Three different regions emerge from the parameters
above (see Fig.2a). If Toff < r/v, we discriminate be-
tween two possibilities. First, if 2Ton +Toff < r/v (region
I), there cannot be real photon exchange, but vacuum
correlations - or virtual photon exchange - are allowed at
any time. If 2Ton +Toff > r/v (region II), F may start to
absorb radiation emitted by P in the past somewhen in
the future after an interval with no possible absorption (if
Ton + Toff < r/v, region IIa) or start to absorb radiation
at t = t1 and stop to receive radiation somewhen in the
future while the interaction is still on (Ton + Toff > r/v,
region IIb). Finally, if Toff > r/v (region III) F can-
not absorb radiation at all, as in region I. The difference
between these two regions is that the qubits are space-
like separated in region I and timelike separated in re-
gion III. Only in regions I and III we are dealing with
a pure effect of transference of the past-future quantum
correlations contained in the vacuum. In region II these
correlations may be assisted by a certain probability of
photon exchange during a given time interval.
In Fig. 2b-c we show numerical results for the behavior
of the concurrence as a function of Ton and Toff, for cou-
pling strengths gJ/ΩJ ' 0.1, such as in cutting-edge ex-
periments of ultrastrong coupling in circuit QED [16, 17]
and accessible values of the qubit’s gaps and distance.
We note that qubit-qubit entanglement is sizable in re-
gion II. However, the existence or not of entanglement
in regions I and III depends much on the distance r, as
expected. Fig. 2b-c show a certain amount of entangle-
ment in regions I and III, entailing a pure transference
of vacuum correlations. Remarkably, Fig. 2c displays
an interesting symmetry between regions I and III: for
a given interaction time the entanglement that can be
generated only by transference of vacuum correlations is
the same regardless whether the qubits are spacelike or
timelike separated. This kind of entanglement vanishes
as the distance grows (see Fig. 3). In general, entangle-
ment is concentrated around ΩJ Ton ' ΩJ Toff ' 1 and
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FIG. 2: a) Diagram of the different spacetime regions. b) Concurrence vs. Ton and Toff for g = gP = gF , Ω = ΩP = ΩF =
2pi × 1 GHz, g/Ω = 0.19, r/λ = 0.125. Significant entanglement is generated at both sides of the lines which discriminate
between regions. c) Concurrence vs. Ton with Toff fixed and viceversa along the blue lines shown in b. The peaks match the
position of the region edges. Entanglement is generated in region I and III for three different values of the coupling strength
g/Ω = 0.09 (blue, solid), 0.15 (red,dashed) and 0.19 (black, dotted) and Toff = 0. Toff with Ton = 0.02 ns. Ω and r are the same
as in b. The generated entanglement displays a remarkable symmetry for regions I and III.
ξon ' ξoff ' 1. Thus, for qubit distances of the order of λ
as in Fig. 3, entanglement shows up in the ns regime, but
drifts towards shorter times as the distance diminishes,
as can be seen in Fig. 2b.
From the experimental viewpoint, our protocol is
equally interesting -and probably more amenable- if the
qubits are in region II, although the origin of entangle-
ment generation may seem at first glance less theoret-
ically tantalizing. Notice however that even if photon
exchange is allowed, our scheme does not include a pro-
jective measurement of the field state but a trace over
all the field degrees of freedom instead. Then the gen-
eration of entanglement immediately after the light-cone
crossing is not trivial. For instance, in the standard 3D
matter-radiation Hamiltonian the atoms would only get
classical correlations until much longer times [20]. Indeed
the relationship of the light cone with entanglement with-
out measurements is a peculiarity of circuit QED in the
ultrastrong coupling regime, together with the very high
degree of entanglement that can be achieved. Thus, even
in region II, what we are introducing here is a novel way
of entanglement generation, remarkably different from
the standard ones, including quantum buses in super-
conducting cavities [21].
We note that in our scheme concurrence is 0 for r = 0.
This could seem at variance with the results in [11] where
extraction of vacuum correlations to pair of timelike sep-
arated qubits in the same space point is reported. But
notice that in [11] a tailor-made time-dependence for the
qubit gap (∝ 1/t) is introduced, while in our scheme the
gap is constant and we just switch on and off the inter-
action. As a matter of fact, the proposal in [11] exploits
a formal analogy [9]- only fulfilled for massless fields -
between the past and the future light cones and the left-
right Rindler wedges. However, one must be very careful
about the extent to what this analogy is valid: while it is
possible to think of the vacuum state as entangled in the
modes observed by causally disconnected observers in the
spacetime left-right wedges [22], it is not clear whether
this way of thinking can be transported to the past-future
light cones [23]. This was the reason of the singular -and
arguably difficult to implement experimentally- energy
gap in [11]. However, we have shown that if the qubits
are separated by a given distance r and the interaction
can be switched on and off fast enough to have finite
interaction times, past-future entanglement can be gen-
erated between qubits with constant energy gaps.
Circuit QED realization.– We will thus focus on the fol-
lowing setting, aiming to test the results shown in Fig. 2.
As mentioned in the introduction, it consists of a circuit
QED design where two superconducting qubits interact
with the vacuum field in such a way that the interaction
is on during a finite time [24] and not at the same time
for each qubit (see Fig. 1a). After that, entanglement can
be quantified with quantum state tomography [25]. This
qualitative scheme is based on switchable ultrastrong in-
teractions that can be engineered using the design de-
picted in Fig. [1b]. A superconducting flux qubit -upper
three-junction loop-, is galvanically coupled to a quan-
tum field ∆ψ -transmission line- by means of two addi-
tional loops. These extra loops are essential since they
will allow us to decouple the qubit from the field in an ex-
tremely fast way. We assume the Josephson energy EJi of
each junction to be much greater than its charging energy
ECi . Thus the three-loop Hamiltonian can be reduced to
a sum of the inductive energies, HJ = −
∑5
j=1EJj cosϕj ,
where ϕi is the superconducting phase of the i-th junc-
tion.
We can simplify the expression of HJ due to the
flux quantization around each closed loop, that imposes:∑
jϕj = 2pifi, (i = 1, 2, 3), where the magnetic frus-
tration parameters fi = Φi/Φ0 depend on the exter-
nal magnetic fluxes Φi. Assuming the standard flux
qubit configuration, EJ1 = EJ2 = αEJ3, together with
4EJ4 = EJ5 = α4EJ1, the Hamiltonian is:
HJ = −EJ [cos(ϕ1) + cos(ϕ2) + α cos(2pif1 + ϕ1 + ϕ2)]
− αeffEJ cos(2pifeff−∆ψ + ϕ1 + ϕ2). (4)
where αeff = 2α4 cos(pif3), and feff = f1−f2 +f3/2 is an
effective magnetic frustration. After a proper diagonal-
ization the first line of (4) can be identified with the flux
qubit Hamiltonian, whereas the second line represents
the qubit-field interaction. The shape of this interac-
tion depends on f1 and f2 and the interaction strength
given by αeff, can be adjusted through f3. A numeri-
cal evaluation of HJ for (f1, f2, f3) = (0.5, 0.75, 1), yields
the following effective Hamiltonian in the qubit basis:
H =
∫
dkωka
†a+ ~Ω2 σz + α4EJσx∆ψ, where ∆ψ is given
by (1), and we have included the free Hamiltonian of the
field. On the other hand, if we vary the SQUID magnetic
flux up to f3= 0.5 the interaction is switched off, and the
Hamiltonian is H =
∫
dkωka
†a + ~Ω2 σz. Therefore, with
a fast change of f3 the model given by Eqs. (2)-(3) can
be realized in the laboratory. Current technology with Al
qubits [14] allows us to vary f3 in times of less than 0.1 ns
and this value can be further improved while remaining
below the plasma frequency of the junctions.
Discussion.– The extraction of past-future entangle-
ment from the field to a pair of qubits could be used to
implement a device which teleports a quantum state in
time - as first suggested in [11]. In other words, we could
use the field in the transmission line for building up a
novel kind of quantum memory. To achieve this goal, an
observer - say, Paula - in possession of P and another
qubit P ′ that she wants to teleport, carries out measure-
ments on her qubits once the interaction is off at −t1.
After t2, an observer - say, Frank - would use the results
of Paula’s measurements stored as classical information
and manipulate F , in order to transfer the state of P ′ to
F . The fidelity will be a function of the amount of quan-
tum correlations between P and F . Note that during
Toff the information of the state of P
′ is codified in the
field, regardless whatever happened to P after its inter-
action and measurement. The information is recovered
and embodied in F after its Ton and the use of the stored
classical bits.
The experimental realization of quantum teleportation
has already been achieved in cQED [26] and teleporta-
tion with mixed states is oncisdered in [27, 28]. As shown
in figure 3, entanglement is strong enough to consider
high-fidelity teleportation for Toff of nanoseconds. This
interval might in principle be even similar to the coher-
ence times of the qubit and the scheme might be used
as a quantum memory - provided that the coherence of
the field is long enough. In our setting, that time-lapse
grows with the qubit spatial separation and the inverse
of the qubit gap.
Conclusions.– We have proposed a circuit QED setup
in which past-future correlations can be transferred from
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FIG. 3: Same as in Fig.2b except for r/λ = 2 and g/Ω = 0.09.
Entanglement is restricted to region II for long distances.
a quantum field to a pair of qubits P and F, which only
interact with the field in the past or the future respec-
tively. We discuss the possible technological uses of that
entanglement extraction and the potential of our scheme
to work as a quantum memory.
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